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How much of a differe. It has a little problem it just doesnt. In additi. Im finding it. It has a little
problem it just doesnt start up at all. I tried to discover which is the problem with it and I think I
found something. The flat cable visible when opening the film door is unsoldered. While zooming, I
can see this cable moving inside the camera. Should it be fixed or does it move in a normal working
camera. Is there anyobody that can give me some hint about it. Thank you! CiaoThe flexible flat
cable FFC in all three TVS models that you see when looking down the lens from the rear with the
back open does move with the lens as you zoom in and out. It is folded quite tightly when turned off
or at widest angle and then tightens to almost straight at maximum zoom. If yours is still clearly in
one piece and attached to the camera body theres hope and your problem might be a solvable by a
competent repairer. But this is a weak point of the camera and it is quite common to find either
partial or completely broken cables.I have seen several with a break at the exact point the cable
attaches to the top of the housing. In that case the stray end is usually clearly visible though it can
sometimes get snagged behind the lens housing. With a broken cable the LCDs will typically turn on
usually the framecounter looks normal while the main display says Flash OFF but nothing else
operates. To be honest, the chances of success are limited. There is still some value in a broken TVS
for spare parts. BTW. If you have a working TVS my guess is that regular use is the best way to
prevent this problem the cable, tightly folded at the off position and unused in a cupboard is more
likely to become rigid and weaker at the joins and folds over time. Hope thats useful and that your
problem is something less serious.Now my local dealer told me, that there are no spare shutters
available anymore. Do you know anybody, who is able to fix the
cable.http://www.transgusto.ch/userfiles/fed-2-camera-manual.xml
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Or do know an instruction for dismounting the objective, that I can solder it by myself. Thank you
very much, MaikHeres a link of my scanned copy. The Flat Flexible Cable is made by COPAL, and is
part no. COPAL AEL1011, now easily found on eBay. The job is incredibly difficult, and as read in the
manual, not recommended.Since the lens assembly would need to be removed it would be incredibly
difficult to complete the focus accurately I’m afraid. Sorry I can’t be of further help at this time.
PLEASE title your thread wisely, so others searching for a certain make of camera or repair person
can find your thread easily! LCD screens OK, but on presing the shutter, is sounds like the autofocus
has a fit even on manual focus setting, then it locks up. Removing and replacing the battery and
switching on again makes the film advance, and that is it. Any repair people in the UK, Europe or
even Japan Help. It in great condition otherwise and my only compact zoom. Love the lens and
viewfinder. Expect to pay around 600 for your repairs. Dirty contact somewhere probably. A 600
tepair bill is a bit steep. I paid less than 150 for the camera in mint condition anf boxed, sigh. Dirty
contact somewhere probably. I paid less than 150 for the camera in mint condition anf boxed, sigh. I
broke mine the very happy night I received my TVS II. If not, therere several technicians on ebay
providing services for the Minilux inquire to see if they could help. I have contacted the Ukraine
repair place which repairs Minilux and they have not tried the repair on the TVS from what I
understand. Can anyone pin piont a repair place. Instead, check out this guy I can personally vouch
as he repaired my old T2, which had an issue with the battery compartment circuit board. If he has
the parts, he can fix. And sometimes even if he doesnt have parts, he can fix. The lad is a genius. Hes
in the UK and doesnt charge stupid prices. I paid less than 100 for my
repair.http://shop.f4.cz/UserFiles/fec-100-manual.xml
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But I prefer the II for better handling and viewfinder If you still need repair, you can find me. Nicer
to hold, can set zoom at any setting manually. With v3 uses battery power with set focal length
positions. You may link to content on this site but you may not reproduce any of it in whole or part
without written consent from its owner. Something went wrong. View cart for details. All Rights
Reserved. User Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice Norton Secured powered by Verisign. I
started looking around for something with more features and better build quality and I was looking
at Ricoh GRs and Contax Ts and even the Minolta TC1 but I couldnt fathom spending that kind of
quiche on a point and shoot. After digging around the internet and trying to find a camera that
somewhat fit the criteria I came across the Contax TVS line. These cameras were just like the
Contax Ts but they had zoom lenses and where a third of the price and I settled on the TVS I the first
of the three models for a few reasons but really it came down to a fantastic price. Lets just say it
doesnt hurt when you lose out on an item on eBay to reach out to the seller and let them know that if
the winner doesnt pay youll buy and it just might work. This was so close to a full set but
unfortunately, this set was missing the strap and regular plastic lens cover, soft carrying case, and
manual. So it coined as not being as sharp as the fixed Contax Ts. But I can vouch for this camera
that it is in fact tac sharp at 28mm and when you zoom to other focal lengths. On the front of the
camera, there is a built in flash that is quite good but obviously, it has its limits with it being a point
an shoot. Next to the flash is a tiny circle that is for the self timer light, next to that is the light
sensor, followed by the viewfinder, and then focusing window, and finally the AF assist beam
emitter.

Starting left to right we have a small LCD screen that displays flash shooting modes and a button
next to it to program the flash. Just a little bit more on the flash is that its defaulted to auto but you
can change that to always off by a few different buttons pushing and holdings. Just under that, we
have the exposure compensation dial or wheel, that helps if you want to push film since this camera
sets the ISO by DX coding. Across the top, you find the sexy Contax logo you find the selftimer and
above that is the shutter button that you half press for focus and exposure lock. Finally, we have
another LCD screen that is the exposure counter and that is always on even the camera is off, which
is a nice touch. Also, that LCD screen displays the lens focal length when the shutter button is



depressed halfway which is quite nice. Lastly, you have the focus dial that has AF and then different
distances in meters that you can use for manual scale focusing, and the dial is pretty sturdy when
locked in AF but has been bumped a few times when I was shooting. But the plus side of having the
data back on the camera is that it has a better thumb rest than the stock back, unfortunately, the
back does make the camera a little more bulky in terms of girth.Then right next to that is the rewind
button for manual rewinds. The viewfinder is a really interesting part of the camera and it takes
some getting used to it to understand what its displaying. In the middle of the viewfinder is the oval
which I believe controls the focus and metering as centerweighted, below that is a green aluminated
bar the displays the shutter speed and wheather you are in program mode or not. Then there are a
series of arrows and circle that tells you whats in focus or whats not. I will be inserting two pages
from the manual to clear explain this because it is some what confusing. First of all the camera has a
really nice weight to it and it should since its built out of titanium.

http://www.jfvtransports.com/home/content/boss-dr-rhythm-dr-670-drum-machine-manual

In the overview, I talked about the camera having a data back with a bigger thumb rest which gives
a good grip when caring it around in hand all day. It also has a small indent on the from the camera
where your others fingers will hang out and it is a different material and it does provide some good
grip when your hand is sweaty. The shutter button is in a perfect position for your pointer finger and
your thumb is in a great spot to adjust the manual focus. Now the manual says for changing the focal
length is to use the textured ring around the barrel of the lens but I prefer to use the drive knob
because you can use it with one finger and your had doesnt block the viewfinder. With all that
considered the camera feels really great in the hands and it is a joy to use and shoot. I feel like its a
great upgrade from the Leica Mini. The Not So Good I always post this in every review that I do
because its important to know a cameras flaws since no camera is perfect and I want to give a
wellrounded review. Now with that being said, lets get to the cameras flaws. First of all the
autofocus is really slow and wicked picky on what it wants to focus on and shooting in the streets
with a fast pace and having people walking towards you its a bit frustrating but the camera is old. A
work around the slow autofocus is using the manual focus. The second thing that is the auto
advance, it is pretty loud and there is no way to have it from not advancing after a shot. What I mean
by that is the Leica Mini is bloody loud and when you took a shot and still holding down the shutter
button the camera would not advance the form until you released the button. Now that is a fucking
cool and simple feature that I wish this camera had, but you cant have them all. The viewfinder is a
bit small for me since I wear glasses but its not awful but the amount of stuff in that viewfinder
sometimes is quite distracting.

https://gpwestlondon.com/images/7701v-manual.pdf
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The biggest one is how careful you have to be with theses camera since Contax isnt around anymore,
but there is a company Nippon Photoclinic that will repair them If they do break but again they are
fragile. Lastly, the manual focus dial is a bit lose and sometimes can get bumped but if you make the
habit of checking it before shooting you will be fine. Images Now I have shot a lot of film with this
camera since I have had it for about a year now and I can say it can handle any film. So far I have
shot some TriX with it and Portra 400 and Fuji Acros with it and they have all come out stunning.
TriX developed in Sprint chemistry and scanned on Epson V700 Water view in my home town on
Cape Cod,MA Crane Beach, Ipswich,MA Developed and scanned by my local camera store that I
have since stopped going to because of the shit scans not so great prices but I started using another
place. A beautiful shot of my girlfriend Candace. Developed on Sprint Chemistry and scanned on
Epson V700. I really think its a solid camera that gets overlooked by a lot of premium compact
cameras and I think it should be up there with them. You can get them for a song on the second
hand market and they will last you if you treat them with love. The only reason they go unnoticed is
that its a zoom lens and not many people are too keen on that but fuck them, this camera is amazing.
Torrington, CT.If you wish to pay with a credit card I will send you a PayPal invoice. You click on the
link supplied and you can enter your credit card information. I will also accept check or money
order, or PayPal. The telephone is now working. Please give me the items you wish to purchase and
yourI ask that you be patient with me as John refused to All are GBC spiral bound for easy use. They
are the best publications available, but we cannot assume responsibility for your success or failure
using them, nor for the sometimesrequired special tools. Prices quoted do not include shipping
charges.
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Larger books and multiple orders will generally be shipped ground UPS. Shipping charges on
overseas orders will be verified before shipment. On credit card orders, trust me to ship the least
expensive, yet expeditious, method. I also offer hundreds of original repair manuals in dozens of
brands of photographic equipment. You can start your browsing for those manuals Here Search
engine cached pages are probably not current. Prices do not include shipping. A complete reference,
with information on cleaners, adhesives, etc.; extensive charts and databases on everything from
filter sizes to lens element designs, flash data, color temperatures, lamps, drills, belt sizes, etc., etc.
And a host of helpful bits of information for repairmen and tinkerers. Faithful reprint of the original
factory services manuals on these two cameras. They share several parts in common, hence the
combination. The Colorflex was also known as the Agfaflex I in the U.S.; the Ambiflex was also
marketed as the Agfaflex IV. Includes schematics, exploded views, parts listing; complete service
and adjustment information. Covers Airequipt models in the 100, 200, 300, 400 and 900 series.
Revised to include faithful reprints of the original c. 1951 Ampro service manual on the Stylist series
of projectors, as well as the revised 1960 service manual from Gralex after they took over the line;
and the original c. 1954 Ampro manual on the Premier series. Full schematics, exploded views,
closeup views of inner workings of projector. Full service information.Reprint of the original service
manual from GAF on these camera models. Includes exploded views, schematics, full service
information. Spiral bound Faithful reprint of the factory original. Detailed service, repair and
adjustment. No exploded views or parts list. Covers nearly 60 projectors under the Ansco, GAF,
Sears, Viceroy, Wards and Emdeko brands. Reprint of the original service manual from GAF on these
projectors.

Includes Sawyers models 600, 700, 600A, 700A, 707Q, 707AQ; Wards 666, 777Q, 777AQ; and Eaton
Optima Superb. Includes extensive electrical schematics, as well as detailed disassembly,
reassembly, adjustment and repair. Includes exloded views, parts listing, complete repair
information. Includes operation of equipment, as well as complete service and maintenance
information, not to mention demolition and destruction requirements. TMs are often more
informative than the usual manufacturers service manuals. Full exploded views, schematics, parts
listings, service and repair information. Faithful reprint of the original factory repair manual.



Includes exploded views, parts listing, wiring, complete service and adjustment information. Covers
models 253A, 253AR, 253AX, 253B, 253BRX, 253RX. Complete service and repair, as well as
exploded views, parts listing. Reprint of the original factory service manual on these projectors.
Reprint of the original factory service manual on this series; includes 456A, 456Z, 456X, 456XF,
456XP. Includes exploded views, parts list, full service and repair information. Reprint of the original
factory service manual on this projector. Includes exploded views, parts listing, full service and
adjustment information. Includes exploded views, parts listing, full service and adjustment
information.Faithful reprint of the original service manual on this projector, with supplemental
material for the 1568B. Includes full parts listing, exploded views, electrical schematics, full service
information. Faithful reprint of the original factory service manual on this projector. Includes full
parts listing, exploded views, electrical schematics, troubleshooting guide, full service and repair
information. Faithful reprint of the original factory service and parts manual; approx. 50pp, large
format, fully illus. Reprint of the original factory service manual on this series; includes LX30, MX43,
MX45, MX60, QX80, QX95.

https://www.mozartcantat.nl/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/162857da
883def---buy-auto-repair-manuals.pdf

Covers models 815A, 820A, 825A, 830A, 840A, 850A. Includes complete detailed exploded views as
well as various changes through the models; and service and adjustment information. Full exploded
views, circuits, etc.; detailed service and repair information. Presented in Paillards typical
convoluted sequence. Reprint of the original US Air Force Handbook and Overhaul Instructions for
this camera, 1951. Faithful reprint of the factory original service manual on this flash, in multiple
languages English, German and French. Complete function descriptions, illustrated disassembly,
testing and adjustment, electrical and schematics. Faithful reprint of original Bronica factory service
manual on these two similar early Bronica models. Complete exploded views, parts, service and
adjustment information. Reprint of the original factory repair manual and parts list on these two
models and accessories. In addition to full exploded views, parts list and complete service
information on the two cameras, also includes service information on 250mm lens, Bellows E,
finders, motor drive, extension tubes. Reprint of the original factory repair manual and parts list.
Reprint of the original factory manual. Full exploded views, parts listing and detailed service on the
IVS2; special section on upgraded model. Also includes parts listings for most other Canon rf
models, and detailed exploded views of VT, VT Deluxe, VIT, VIL, Model P, and Canon lenses. Reprint
of the original factory repair manual.Extensive exploded views, showing sequence of assembly and
disassembly; detailed information on opening the camera and troubleshooting. Reprinted from
original Canon factory manuals, this is a compilation of the variety of Canonet models; includes
Canonet 1, 2 and 3 1962; the New Canonet 28 1972; the Canonet QL 17, 19 and 25 1971; and the
GIII 17, 19 1972. Complete exploded views, parts lists, schematics, tech updates, full service and
repair information.

Complete parts and service manual for these two compact halfframe 35mm cameras. Includes
exploded views, parts listings, full service and adjustment information. Complete parts and service
manual for these two compact springwound 35mm cameras. Faithful reprint of the Canon factory
original service manuals on these two models. Full disassembly and reassembly information, as well
as exploded views, parts listing, repair, adjustment and service information. Faithful reprint of the
Canon factory original manual, detailing mechanical and electrical repairs and service for this series
of EOS cameras. Faithful reprint of the original Canon factory manual on this camera in the US as
the Rebel G; in Europe as the EOS 500N; and in Japan as the EOS KISS. Complete service manual;
includes updates. Reprint of the original Canon factory repair manual; covers the TLb camera and
both early and later versions of the Canon FTb. Faithful reprint of the original Canon factory repair
manual on this camera. Reprint of the original service manual from Canon on these cameras.
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Includes Photura, Epoca, Autoboy Jet, Photura Caption and Epoca Caption models. Faithful reprint
of the factory original repair guide to this camera. Full exploded views, disassembly, adjustment and
repair, reassembly. Electronic checking, etc. Full exploded views, circuitry diagrams, full mechanical
and electrical adjustment and service.Complete parts and service manual covering this piece of
equipment. Complete parts and service manual covering the F1 Motor Drive Unit; Film Chamber
250; Remote Switch MD; Film Loader 250; Battery Case and Battery Connector. Complete parts and
service manual covering the F1 Booster T Finder, and the Servo EE Finder. Exploded views, wiring
diagrams, full service and adjustment information. Faithful reprint of the original service manual
from Canon on this camera. Reprint of the original service manual from Canon on this camera.

Reprint of the original service manual from Canon on this electronic flash. Reprint of the original
service manual from Canon on these electronic flash units. Reprint of the original service manual
from Canon on this lens. Reprint of the original service manual from Canon on these three lenses.
Complete exploded views, parts listing, full disassembly, repair and service, and reassembly
information. Reprint of the original service manual from Canon on this lens.Reprint of the original
service manual from Canon on this lens. Reprint of the original service manual from Canon on these
two lenses. Reprint of the original service manual from Canon on these lenses. Reprint of the
original service manual from Canon on these lenses.Reprint of the original service manual from
Canon on this lens. Reprint of the original Chinon factory service manual on these cameras. Faithful
reprint of the original Chinon factory service manual on this single lens reflex camera. Faithful
reprint of the original Chinon factory service manual on this sophisticated camera. Reprint of the
original Chinon factory service manual on this camera. Faithful reprint of the original Chinon factory
service manual on this movie camera. Faithful reprint of the original Chinon factory service manual
on these movie cameras. This manual includes servicing and maintenance procedures, replacement
parts lists, illustated assembly drawings. Faithful reprint of the original manual issued by the
company for service and repair of these professional level sound movie cameras. Also includes
Crystasound schematics. Superb reference; valuable guide. Faithful reprint of a scarce Compur
factory original service manual on the electronic shutters of the period. Includes exploded views,
repair and adjustment information, as well as several pages in color for lubrication information. This
booklet deals specifically with the SynchroCompur 00MXV Wide Reflex shutter.

This booklet deals specifically with the SynchroCompur shutters used on the Rolleiflex cameras. This
is one of the books that provides a large picture on each page of a portion of the shutter, with
adjustment and repair information. Also includes Models 84AF and 84AZ. Faithful reprint of the
original factory booklet on this enlarger. Includes complete setup and operation, adjustment, service
and repair. Faithful reprint of the original factory booklet on this unit. Includes changing of filters,
dials and cams, rollers, switches, gear wheels, fan, etc. Faithful reprint of the original factory
manual on this highquality 16mm Xenon sound projector. Faithful reprint of the original factory
manual on this series of highquality 16mm sound projectors. Includes NST0, NST1, NST2, NST3,
NT0, NT1, NT2, NT3 models. Faithful reprint of the factory original; includes troubleshooting guide,
complete illustrated parts listing; service and repair information. Original illustrations were
photographs, and dark; reproduction is adequate but not all that we might hope for. Faithful reprint
of the original factory manual on this series of highquality sound projectors. Includes SL0, SL1,
SL02, SL2 all with serial number 30001 and higher, and EX300SLII series with serial numbers 3001
and above. Faithful reprint of the original factory manual on these highquality sound projectors. This
is a faithful reprint of the factory manual covering the Xenon lamp, starter and rectifier circuits in
the Eiki projector. It should be considered a. Faithful reprint of the original service manual on this
then fairly sophisticated Super 8mm movie camera. Complete illustrations, schematics, mechanical
and electrical service and repair. Reprint of the original service manual on these models. Spiral
bound. Faithful reprint of the factory original. Reprint of the original Elmo factory service manual on
thexe projectors. Detailed service, repair and adjustment; includes schematics, exploded views.



Reprint of the original Eumig factory service manual on these projectors. Faithful reprint of the
Fairchild original manual on this series of Super 8mm automatic cartridge projectors. Covers models
7007, 7010, 7020, 7021, 7031, 7041. Complete exploded views, operation desription, complete
repair and adjustment information. Supplemented with extensive technical service bulletins. Reprint
of the original Fuji factory service manual on this camera. Full exploded views, complete service and
repair information. Also includes exploded views and parts lists on the 100mm, 65mm, 150mm,
180mm lenses. Reprint of the original Fuji factory service manuals on these models. Includes some
Fuji technical updates. Originally issued as three separate manuals, we have combined them into a
single book for this reprint, because of similarities in the cameras. Detailed repair and service
information; troubleshooting guide; exploded views, parts list on these professional level medium
format cameras. Reprint of the original Fuji factory service manual on these models. Highquality
reprint of the extremely comphrehensive Fuji factory service manual on this camera system. In
addition to the camera itself, includes parts lists and exploded views of the film holder and all
accessories. Full exploded views, schematics, repair and service information. Faithful reprint of the
factory original service manual on this camera. Faithful reprint of the factory original service manual
on these cameras. Faithful reprint of the original parts and service manual for this 35mm camera.
Faithful reprint of the NatCam manual; 63 large detailed photographs showing explicit disassembly
of camera; minimal service information but some repair is expected to be selfevident from
disassembly. Schematics and instruction for disassembly, repair, and reassembly. Exploded views,
parts list, service instruction.

This manual covers the 700 series, 800 series, 900 series, 900 Synchronous series, Model 930TV and
900 Magnetic series of Graflex projectors then under the Singer brand. Detailed troubleshooting,
service and repair; includes exploded views, parts listings, schematics. Quality reprint from Graflex
originals; a compilation of parts and service manuals on both the knob and lever advance roll
holders; Model II roll holders; 70mm roll holder; and Grafmatics 4x5 and 2x3. Complete trouble
shooting, disassembly, repair and reassembly. Troubleshooting, disassembly, repair, and
reassembly. A combinaton of service manuals from various time periods; Hasselblad relies
extensively on exploded views for selfexplanatory service, so actual repair text is minimal. A faithful
reprint of the original Hasselblad service manual on this camera. Includes full exploded views and
parts identification, as well as complete disassembly, reassembly, service and repair information.
Faithful reprint of the Hasselblad original; complete exploded views, parts identification for all
accessories and rollfilm backs; service information on the Magazine 70 is generally applicable to
other reollfilm backs as well. Reprint of the original service manual from Honeywell on this
reproduction unit. Complete schematics, exploded views, parts and tools listing, full disassembly,
repair and service. Also includes some updates. Faithful reprint of the Honeywell original service
manual on these outstanding slave strobes. Includes exploded views, case assemblies, schematics,
repair and adjustment. These units are still in wide use. Reprint of the original service manual from
Honeywell on these two strobes. Faithful reprint of the original repair manual from Honeywell.
Faithful reprint of the original repair manual from Honeywell on this series of 35mm slide
projectors. Includes Models 600, 610, 620, 630, 640. Faithful reprint of the factory original service
manual on these two automated processors.

Includes exploded views, schematics, troubleshooting, service, repair and maintenance. Includes
post1987 updates with revised schematics, exploded views, modification notes. Includes complete
instruction manuals on both units, along with maintenance, adjustment, full service and repair
information; schematics, etc. Includes installaion of Kalart rangefinders on a variety of cameras, as
well as service and adjustment. Also includes service on the Kalart synchronizer flash.Faithful
reprint of the original Kalart service manual on this series of projectors. Includes 7015, 7015MP,
7025, 7025MP sound projectors, and 700 silent projector. Includes exploded views, parts listing,
electrical schematic; service and repair information. Faithful reprint of an extremely rare instruction



and general service manual for the military version of the Kardon camera. Reprint of the original
service and parts manual from Kodak, originally dated 1947. Exploded views, step by step
disassebly, service and reassembly instructions. Reprinted from the original Kodak factory manuals.
Faithful reprint of the factory original service and parts manuals. Reprinted from the original Kodak
factory manual. Includes complete exploded views, schemiatcs, parts listing; plus full illustrated
service and repair information. The 256TR was based on the 126TR; this manual includes the service
and parts manuals for the 126TR, incuding complete exploded views; plus complete exploded views
and parts listing for the 256TR and supplemental service booklet on the 256TR. Faithful reprint of
the full service and parts manuals for this magneticoptical quality sound projector from Kodak.
Complete exploded views, schematics, parts listing; service and repair, including disassembly,
reassembly, sound and mechanical adjustments. Complete setup, disassembly, parts replacement
and service information.
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